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18.     The arrangement and construction  of the  Balanced, engines shall be such that they will give equal steam
cards on the up and down strokes.
19.     The  engines shall be designed  and  pro-ReHabiiity,etc. portioned to   have great working strength, stability
and stiffness, and ample space around all parts for erection, repairs, lubrication, inspection and adjustment.
20.     The steam cylinders  and the plungers of Venkai. the engines shall be vertical.
21.    The  steam   cylinders  and the regulating HeiLrht-mechanism of the cut-off and valve motion shall be placed entirely above an elevation of 120 feet above datum.
22.     The pump chambers and steam cylinders  Fram«. shall be rigidly  connected   and   supported through
the intervening frames and columns to make the whole construction of ample stability, strength and stiffness.
23.     Each  engine  shall  have   vertical, single **'"««:«». acting outside packed plungers, and no construction
will be allowed requiring internal stuffing boxes, glands or water packings in the pumps. All stuffing boxes shall be readily accessible for inspection and tightening up, while the engine is running.
24.     The  machinery shall  be   so   constructed, R^"\^val C)f supported and arranged that the pump chambers or
any important part or piece of the fiiihstructure can be easily removed to such position that it can be hoisted out of the pump pit without necessitating the frame and fixed parts of the superstructure of the machinery being taken apart, disturbed or removed.
25.     The two engines shall each  be  provided   ''n«"!«««•• with a surface   condenser,  of appropriate size and construction   to   maintain   a   steady  vacuum,   and designed to directly utilize the water discharged by
the main pumps for condensation of the exhaust steam.
26.     The contractor shall   furnish and  put up Aj;,I;ll1rJVj)e>5tr". all   pipes, valves,   oil   cups, drip   pans, fittings and  nuance*, fixtures required to make the construction  complete
inside the engine room and pump pit, and shall furnish flanges drilled for connection on end of pipes near wall.
27.     The various parts of the machinery shall   Appearance. be of  plain   shapes and   forms,  adapted    to   their

